
NEW WORLD ORDER Plan Explained by a 1930s Cartoon

Description

The New World Order plan, designed by the freemasons from the beginning (early 1800s), is shown in
this 1930s cartoon.

Everything the government is doing to deceive the people is perfectly explained in this 1930s cartoon.

There are NO COINCIDENCES

What is The New World Order?

A secretive power elite with a globalist agenda is conspiring to rule the world (more than they do now)
through an authoritarian one world government.

This one world government (New World Order) will control all things and all people and will
replace sovereign nation-states—and an all-encompassing propaganda whose ideology hails the
establishment of the New World Order as the culmination of history’s progress.
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Many influential historical and contemporary figures have are alleged to be part of a cabal that
operates through many front organizations to orchestrate significant political and financial events.
These events range from causing systemic crises (911, JFK, covid, etc.) to pushing
through controversial policies, at both national and international levels, as steps in an ongoing plot to
achieve world domination.

New World Order (NWO) is the concept of a plan being implemented by the Illuminati who are
conspiring to rule the world through a single hierarchical, centrally controlled one world government.
The New World Order or Novus Ordo Seclorum “New Order of the Ages” even appears on the US
dollar bill.

The U.S. One Dollar Bill is the blueprint for their New World Order Agenda – Read more here
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https://steverotter.com/the-fall-of-the-cabal-video-a-janet-ossebaard-documentary-full-video/
https://steverotter.com/freemasons-and-the-illuminati-control-the-world/
https://steverotter.com/freemasons-and-the-illuminati-control-the-world/


Pentagram spells out MASON – Freemasons

Read about who freemasons really are and how they’ve been running your reality for generations.

In this 1930s cartoon, the New World Order and the plan to depopulate via genocide is explained

Create a virus to control and promote fear
Showcase “the dead” – remember the #filmyourhospital videos? ALL EMPTY
Introduce chaos
Crash stock markets
Destroy small businesses
Massive job loss
Create turmoil between people with mask mandates
World-wide lockdowns
Create a “vaccine” to exterminate

New World Order planned long ago – 1930s Cartoon

The text in the video was more than likely added to narrate the point (it states “an early warning
cartoon”), but the cartoon is from the 1930s.

https://www.roxytube.com/upload/videos/2021/07/xYXRTQLic9GDTDhRTxhq_20_de6c80b8066cb29e1db1664c2608d544_video.mp4

Did a 1930s cartoon warn of the Vaccine Agenda?

Did you hear the narrator in this cartoon say “remember to put your mask on?” And the characters are
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https://steverotter.com/freemasons-and-the-illuminati-control-the-world/
https://www.roxytube.com/upload/videos/2021/07/xYXRTQLic9GDTDhRTxhq_20_de6c80b8066cb29e1db1664c2608d544_video.mp4


shown wearing masks.

This cartoon, from almost 100 years ago, perfectly shows what we are going through today with the
covid hoax; all part of their plan for New World order via genocide.

On The Set of Staged “Covid Deaths”

?

Politicians, Hollywood and the lying news media are all in on the New World Order plan by “the elite.”

This was a shorter post, but a very powerful one.

There are NO COINCIDENCES!

What are your thoughts on this New World Order Plan explained by this 1930s cartoon? Let us
know in the comments section below.
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https://steverotter.com/covid-vaccine-isnt-a-vaccine/
https://steverotter.com/rothschild-rockefellers-and-bilderberg-group-secret-societies/

